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Abstract. The Queen Mary University of London WLCG Tier-2 Grid site has
been providing GPU resources on the Grid since 2016. GPUs are an important
modern tool to assist in data analysis. They have historically been used to accel-
erate computationally expensive but parallelisable workloads using frameworks
such as OpenCL and CUDA. However, more recently their power in accelerat-
ing machine learning, using libraries such as TensorFlow and Coffee, has come
to the fore and the demand for GPU resources has increased. Significant effort
is being spent in high energy physics to investigate and use machine learning to
enhance the analysis of data. GPUs may also provide part of the solution to the
compute challenge of the High Luminosity LHC. The motivation for provid-
ing GPU resources via the Grid is presented. The installation and configuration
of the SLURM batch system together with Compute Elements (CREAM and
ARC) for use with GPUs is shown. Real world use cases are presented and the
success and issues discovered are discussed.

1 Introduction

There are several motivations driving GPU deployment and use:

• GPUs are a commodity, programmable parallel architecture, ubiquitous as CPUs but offer
significantly more parallel “streams”.

• GPUs are significantly faster than CPU for appropriate problems and GPU optimised work-
flows often scale better when adding additional GPUs .

• GPU Performance (FLOPS) per watt is better than CPUs.

• GPUs Performance (FLOPS) per $ is better than CPUs.

However, real world costs and usability mean that many of these points are not as clear cut as
some would make out.

When considering the purchase and use of GPUs it’s important to consider the cost and
benefit of the GPU over using just CPUs. The typical cost of a high end GPU is about the
same as the cost of the server that hosts the GPU. The power usage of a GPU is also about
the same as the server. If a GPU provides a speed up of factor of 2 then it becomes value for
money to buy the GPU but this requires the GPU to be used 100% of the time. If the GPU is
only used 10% of the time then you need a speed up of a factor of 10 to make the purchase
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Table 1. Capabilities and performance of selected GPUs

NVIDIA K40 NVIDIA V100 NVIDIA RTX280
SUPER

AMD MI60

RAM 12GB ECC 32GB ECC 8GB 32GB ECC
Memory Bandwidth 288GB/s 900GB/s 496GB/s 1024GB/s

32bit TFLOPs 5 14 11.15 14.7
64bit TFLOPs 1.68 7 0.349 7.4
16bit TFLOPs N/A 28 22.3 29.5

8bit TFLOPs N/A 112 89.2 59

of a GPU value for money. It is also important to note that many benchmark comparisons
quote the speed improvement of a GPU over a single core of a CPU [1]. With a typical server
now containing 32 or more cores, the speed up improvement of using a GPU can look greatly
exaggerated. Of course if the speed to get a result is important, e.g. in a trigger system of an
experiment, then the additional cost of GPUs may be worth while.

There are several different types of GPUs, some typical example found in table 1. The
table reveals several issues:

• Different GPUs have very different performance,

• Retail GPUS, e.g. NVIDIA RTX2080 SUPER, are very bad at 64 bit computation. This is
required in many HPC applications,

• Older GPUs are very bad at 8 or 16 bit precession calculations. Many machine learning
analyses use 8 or 16 bit precision to speed up calculations. On older GPUs there will be a
significant performance hit compared to newer GPUs and in some cases the analysis may
not run.

2 Deployment

Compared to a few years ago deployment and use of GPUs has been significantly simplified.
NVIDIA provides a well documented Linux software and hardware driver repository that is
easy to install and maintain [2]. At QMUL we use the SLURM [3] batch system where jobs
get exclusive use of a GPU. To add GPU resources in SLURM you just include the generic
resource (Gres) to the node description in the SLURM configuration file, e.g.

...
NodeName=cn290 CPUs=32 Gres=gpu:teslaK80:4 RealMemory=128640 ...
...

Previously we enabled GPUs via a CREAMCE with the requirement that a user had to
request a GPU in the jdl (GPU=1), this proved to be an issue for some users. CREAMCEs are
no longer supported and are being decommissioned. They have been replaced by arcCEs [4].
This has simplified the use of GPUs by adding in arcce.conf to the subsection for the GPU
queue

[queue:centos7_gpu]
...
slurm_requirements= �gres=gpu:1 -n4
...
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Now all you have to do is submit a job to the centos7_gpu queue and you will get one
GPU+4cores+12GB RAM.

3 Case studies
Several different experiments have used GPUs at QMUL with different levels of success.

3.1 Ice Cube

In the IceCube detector passing neutrinos are detected by their occasional interaction in the
experiment which produces charged particles that in turn emit Cherenkov radiation. This
light is then detected by photomultiplier tubes. GPUs have been used by the IceCube experi-
ment for several years to simulate the propagation of these photons from Cherenkov radiation
and this has been shown to be significantly faster than using CPUs alone [5]. Our initial de-
ployment of GPUs at QMUL was driven by the desire to support the IceCube experiment and
GPUs were extensively used by local researches and official production.

Occasional drop off in usage was noticed and could be related to changes in central con-
figuration or Grid site misconfigurations after software and driver updates. However, it was
upto the site to push to get the site back online for central production while local users were
much more proactive. It should be noted the resources QMUL was able to provide were small
compared with central IceCube production capability.

3.2 LHC and ATLAS

There are many activities at the LHC using and exploring the use of GPUs ([6], and several
different tracks in this conference). QMUL has supported ATLAS use of our GPU resources
for some time. One notable case is the "Hyper Parameter Scan with the Deep Learning Heavy
Flavour Tagger" by the ATLAS Collaboration [7]. In this case two grid sites, Manchester and
QMUL, contributed to the Grid GPU resources used by the analysis. It should be noted
that even though deployment of the analysis is via containers there is still a need for drivers
and local libs (e.g. CUDA Deep Neural Network library, cudnn) to be installed on the GPU
worker node.

3.3 CERN@School

The CERN@school program is a project for secondary school pupils in the U.K. to use CERN
designed Timepix detectors [8] in a variety of different experiments [9]. One such experiment
was the LUCID detector on board the TechDemoSat-1 launched in late 2014. The detector
was used to study the radiation environment in Low Earth Orbit [10]. As a schools based
program local compute resources were limited and the data was analysed using computing
resources provided by GridPP collaboration. A Metric Based Network approach to classi-
fying the particles was used and the QMUL GPU (and storage) resources were required to
significantly speed up the workflow compared to using the CPU alone.

3.4 MoDEAL

The MoEDAL experiment is looking for highly ionising particles, such as magnetic
monopoles, in Nuclear track detectors. The basic process is to look for holes in the poly-
mer sheets caused by the highly ionising particle. It was recognised that analysing the images
could be done in an a automated approach using machine learning techniques. Using GPUs at
QMUL MoEDAL have been developing new methods using Machine learning (Tensorflow)
to identify magnetic monopoles signatures in Nuclear track detectors [11].
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3.5 e-NMR

The e-NMR [12] project provides a software and compute platform for use in structural bi-
ology (bio-NMR). Some of the software used in this area of science can make use of GPU
acceleration and the e-NMR project has attempted to make use of GPU enabled grid resources
such as QMUL. e-NMR uses docker containers in udocker [13]. Udocker is a basic user tool
to execute simple docker containers in user space without requiring root privileges. A major
issue with running GPU enabled workloads at QMUL proved to be regular upgrades to the
kernel and/or GPU drivers. This was an issue for some application containers, such as DisVis
and PowerFit, which must be re-built with the corresponding GPU driver in order to work.
This barrier to using GPU resources resulted in no significant use of GPUs at QMUL.

4 Conclusions

The deployment of GPUs at a site and making them available on the grid requires little addi-
tional effort than that for normal CPU resources. However, it is harder to get them used on
a regular basis to justify the expense of the hardware. Not all GPUs have the same perfor-
mance, functionality and software support. To make best use of resources at a site users will
need knowledge of what resources are available at that site. Hardware development and re-
lated software support is in flux and this may cause problems especially if a site is supporting
multiple hardware generations and vendors. In addition different software solutions require
different balances of hardware features and it is not yet clear what the workload/workflow
will be for HEP experiments. This in turn will impact hardware choices sites will have to
make. Without accounting for GPUs usage in APEL or similar frameworks there is little
motivation for sites to support GPUs unless funded by dedicated funds.

On one hand the present usage of GPUs means in HEP workloads means there is little
justification for widespread procurement and deployment of GPU resources on the Grid while
on the other hand there is extensive software development work, e.g. for the HL-LHC, that
would appear to need these GPU resources in the future. This would appear to be a classic
chicken and egg problem that will need to be confronted at some point in the future.
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